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NEW' EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE 2002/58 ON

THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA

AND THE PROTECTION OF PRIVACY lN

THE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

SECTOR-SOME INITIAL REMARKS
SOPHIE LOUVEAUX* AND MARIA VERONICA PÉREZ ASINARI**

Introduction It constitutes a lex specz"a/w vis-à-vis Directive 95/46,7
The European Commission launched a review of the telecoms being ~ ~~ in.stru.ment to avoid o~stacles to the in~rnal
regulatory framework in 1999. The goals of the review were mar~t,. facilitating lts development. The. fre~ fiow of infor-
five-fold: to promote more effective competition; to react to mation lS.guaran~ed through the harmo~tion of the l.evel
technological and market developments; to remove unneces- ~f protection of pnva.cy and persona! ~ta. The ne~ D~ec-
sacy reguIation and to simplify associated administrative tive e~pressly mentions the observation of ~e pnnclples
procedures. to strengthen the interna! market. and to protect recognISed by the Charter of fundamental nghts of tlie
consumers:1 'European Union, l l particularly Arts 7 and 8.

One of the results is Directive 2002/58 on privacy and In!his.article we w~ refer briefiy to som~ aspects ~f.the
electronic communications: which replaces Directive 97/663 new D1f~cti:re: the services concerned, cookies, unsoliclted
conœrning the processing of persona! data and the protection communications, and traffic data.12
of privacy in the telecommunications sector, in order to adapt
it to new technology,4 mainly to the internet.5

Services Concerned

Article 3 (1 ) states:

.Former researcher at the Centre de Recherches Illfbnnatique et "This Directive shan apply to the processing of persona! data in
Droz't (CRID), University of Namur, Belgium; co-founder of e- connection with the provision of publicly available electronic
consult, http://~e-consult.be. She can be contacted at sophie. communications services in public communications networks in
louvectux@e-consult.be. the Community "..Researcher at the Centre de Recherches l1lfonnatl"que et Droit .

(CRlD) , University of Namur, Belgium. She can be contacted at
veronica. perez@furtdp.ac.be.
We would like to thank Professor Yves Poullet and Jean-Marc Dinant
for their valuable comments on this paper. 6 Art.12 of the Directive. However, this Directive broadens the
1 11ze 1999 Communications Review, European Commission, DG scope of Directive 95/46 to "provide protection of the legitimate
INFSD, Directorate A, September 2000. interests of subscribers who are legal persons." It is not clear
2 Directive 2002/58 of the European Parliament and of the Council whether aIl the principles (rights and obligations) contained in
concerning the processing of persona! data and the protection of Directive 95/46 would be applicable ta legal persons acting as

, privacy in the electronic communications sector, [2002] D.J. U01 subscribers of electronic communication services, and what would
("the Directive"). be the extent of the concept "legitimate interest oflegal persons", in
3 Directive 97/66 of the European Parliament and of the Council the case the wording "legitimate interest" would reduce the protec-
conœrning the processing of persona! data and the protection of tion given to natural persons.
privacy in the telecommunications sector; [1998] D.J. L024/1. 7 Directive 95/46 of the European Parliamentand of the Council on
4 See: A. de Streel, R. Queck, and P. Vernet, "Le nouveau cadre the protection of individuals with regard ta the processing of
réglementaire européen des réseaux et selVices de communications personal data and on the Cree movement of such data [1995] D.J.
électroniques", in Cahiers de droit européen, 2002, No.3-4, U81. .
243--314. 8 The legal basis is Art.95 of the TCE. See Recital8 of the Directive
5 Indeed, the principle to be followed is of "technological neutral- ECT (European Communities Treaty).
ity", which is crystallised in Recitals 4 and 46 of the Directive, and 9 "The successful cross-border development ofthese services [digi-
in general changes in the wording, for instance, "calI" was replaœd tal services] is partly dependent on the confidenœ ofusers that their
by "electronic communication". "Cepnndpe vise tenir compte de la privacy will not be at risk." Recital5 of the Directive.
convergence et assure qu'aucune (echnologie n'estfavolisée ou 10 Art.11 of the Directive.
d(favolisée par la réglementation. Azils/; un service paTticulier do/'t 11 Full text of the Charter of fundamental Rights of the European
être soumis au même régime, peu zinpoTte le type de réseau Union, D.J C364/1, http://europa.eu.int/comm/justlce_home/unit/
utilisé.", in De Streel. Queck, Vernet, op. dl. Conceming the chalte/p4f/texte_en.pfff:
applicability of Directive 97/66 to the intemet, the doctrine was 12 We have developedanarticle-by-articleanalysis of the ProposaI
pacific on this point The Article 29 working Pany was also "for" for the present Directive in S. Louveaux and M. v: Ferez Asinari,
this position ("Privacy ~n the ~ternet-~ in~~ted EU Approach Prop°-s:alfor a ~irective Ilf th~ European Parliament and Ilf the
ta On-line Data Protection", November 21,2000, WP37). More- counczlconcemll1gtheprocesszngllfpersonaldataandtheprotec-
over, Directive 2000/31 on electronic commerce explicitly recog- tion Ilf privacy in the eleCLTonk communications sector Ilf 12 /u{y
nises the applicability of the former Directive ta information society 2000 CaM (2000) 385, written in the framework of the ECUP
serviœs bath in its preamble and provisions (Recitals 14 and 15. project, available at http://~eclip.org/documentsD/sum/
Arts 1(5)(b) and 8(2». researchhtm
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134 LOUVEAUXAND PÉREZ ASINARI : NEW EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE 2002/58 : [2003] C.l:LR.

The co~œp: of. "electronic communications services" is the extent that is mentioned in the text,20 irrespectively of
deftned ln D1tective 2002/21 on a common framework for "who" does so (the question to answer is "what" any specific
electronic communications networks and services13: actor does in order to know if his activities faIl under the

rit is a] "service nonnally provided for remuneration which Directive's reguiations).
consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signais on By speaking about "public available electronic commu-
electronic communications networks, including telecommunica- nications" the Directive excludes the services provided within
tions services and transmission serviœs in networks used for Closed Users Groups. Sa, the proœssing of personal data in
broadcasting, but exclude services providing, or exercising this case would be reguiated under the Directive 95/46. The
edito.rial.control over, content ~ans~tted usin~ electr°.nïc com- Article 29 Data Protection Working Party criticises this deci-
~umcati?ns netw~rks and servIces; I~ does ?ot mclude ~fo~- sion because private networks are gaining an increasing
tion society s~rvlces, as defin~d m Article 1 ~f ~ective importance in every day Iife and communications of
98/34/EC. which. do not COnslSt v.:holly or m.aIn~y m the citizens.21
conveyance of Signais on electromc communications net- Th d rbial hr f la ". th C . dworks. " 14 e a ve p ase 0 p ce ln e ommullity" use

..at the end of Article 3 (1 should be understood as qua1ifying
One of the typlcal services covered would be the one offered the second part of the sentence, that is: "the provision of
by the internet access provider. The ward "normaIly", as publiclyavailable electronic communications services in pub-
concerns remuneration, is pertinent since Internet access cao lic communications networks". We cao irrlagine the example
be provided for free. Indeed, in rnany of those cases it can be of the provision of one of these services from outside
considered that the remuneration is indirect, since it is a third the Community to a subscriber or user located inside-or
party, such as an advertiser, who pays the provider aIlowing "iD the Community"-(e.g. intemet access). If we think about
the service to be given to the user for free. the applicable law to this situation that would be the case of

Information society services are not completely Art.4(1)(c) of Directive 95/46,22 since this service provider
excluded15 from the scope of the Directive. Directive 98/4816 wi11 use servers ("equipment") located inside the Community
amends Directive 98/34 and deftnes "information society for purposes of processing personal data (e.g. "collection"23
service:' as "any service no~y provided for reml;lne.r~tion, of IP addresses in the http 10gfi1es). ln those cases, it is clear
at a distance, by electrollic means and at the mdiVldual that even through the applicable law ruIe contained in
request of a recipient of services."17 Directive 95/46, Directive 2002/58 would be applicable to

For example, the "e-commerce" Directive 2000/3118 the situation described above. If further processing of this
describes the service provided by different intermediaries personal data is intended to be dalle "outside" the Commu-

("mere conduit", "caching", and "hosting"). "Hosting" con- nity, Arts 25 and 26 of Directive 95/46, would be of
sists of "the storage of irlformation provided by a recipient of application.
the service". At the intemet service provider level (which
hasts websites, when they are not "self-hosted" through the C ko
user-own servers) , there is no transmission in a communica- 00 les

lion network of irlformation or no "conveyance of signaIs on The question of cookies is addressed in the Directive, bath in
electronic communications networks". So, "hosting" is the Recitals (24 and 25) and "irrlplicitly" in Art. 5. Indeed the
excluded from Directive 2002/21. The Saille reasoning could Directive aims at being technologicaIIy neutral and therefore

i be applied to the web. a~nistrator. .speaks of "technical storage of irlformation" or "access to j

Nevertheless, DIrective 2002/58 uses a functional irlformation stored in terminal equipment".
approach, and we have to consider other services or activities After having stressed that terminal equipment ofusers of
beyond those that w'ould be "strictly" included in Art.3(1), electronic communications networks and any irlformation
mentioned bath in the text of the instrument as weil as inthe stored on such equipment are part of the private spheres of
Explanatory Memorandum.19 There we find, for instance, users requiring protection under the European Convention for
reference to "unsolicited communicàtions" or "cookies". Human Rights, the RecitaIs recognïse that cookies may be a
Sending unsolicited electronic mail can be dalle, for instance, legitimate and useful tool for example in verifying the identity
by a web-administrator using the data he bas collected. of users engaged in on-line transactions. ln this sense,
Cookies are placed by web administrators or cyber-rnarketing Art.5(3) lirnits the use of technical storage or access to
comparues. So, these activities are covered by the Directive to irlformation stored in terminal equipment for sole purpose of

13 Directive 2002/21 of the European Parliament and of the
Council on a common framework for electronic communications
networks and services. [2002] D.J. LI08. 20 Even if they do not consist "wholly or mainly" in the convey-
14 Art.2(c) of Directive 2002/21. anœ of signals.on electronic communications networks.
15 Art.5 3 of the Directive makes explicit reference to the provision 21 Dpinion 7/2000 on the European Commission Proposa! for a
of information society services (when technical storage or Directive of the European parliament and of the Council conœming
access-e.g; the case of cookies-is strictly neœssary to provide an the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the
information society service explicitly requested by the subscriber or electronic communications sector CDM (2000) 385. WP36. Work-
user) .ing Party on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the
16 Directive 98/48 of the European Parliament and of the Council Proœssing of Persona! Data. available at http//..europa.eu.int/
amending Directive 98/34/EC Jaymg down a proœdure for the Commlz'ntemal_market/media/dataprot/wpdocs/wp36en.pdf
provision of information in the field of technicéÛ standards and 22 Art.4. Nationallaw applicable: "1. Each Member State shan
reguJations. [1998 ] b.J. L217. apply the national provisions it adopts pursuant to this Directive to
.17 Art. 1 (2) of the Directive. the processing ofpersonal data where: ( ...) (c) the controller is not
18 Directive 2000/31 of the European Parliament and of the established on Community territory and, for purposes of processing
Council on œrtain legal aspects of information society serviœs, in personal data makes use of equipment, aUtOmated or otherwise,
particular electronic commerce, rn-the Interfial~arket. [2000] D.J. situated on the territory of the said Member State. unless such
L 178. equipment is used only for purposes of transit thrOUgh the territory
19 Indeed, we consider that this Jack of clarity in Article 3 1 could of the Community.".
have been amended adding "exceptions" to the principle expressed 23 "Collection" is one of the actions containeg in the definition of
therein. "processing" (Art.2(b) of Directive 95/46).
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~rrying out or facilitating the transmission of a comxnunica- Unsolicited Communications
tion over an electronic communications network or to facili-. ..i
tate the provision of infoffi1ation society services. For Artlcl~ :3 of Dl!eCti,:,e ~002/58 d~ls ~th the question of
~~pl.e, the use of a cookie in a website offèring travel unsohClted co~umcatio~s. T?e ld,ea lS to ~ro~de safe-

ltineranes may help avoid that the user need to restate his guard,s .for subscrib~rs ~gaInst m.cruslon of thel! pnvacy by
town of departure for each connection. U~liClted commumcations for direct marketing purposes in

~t is interesting that on the subject of the legitimacy of partiC.ü!ar by me~s. of a~tomated calling machines, fax
cookies, the Directive does DOt make a distinction between machines and emmls mcluding SMS messages.26
peffi1anent and session cookies. Indeed whereas permanent .Th~ regime which applies to these types of communica-
cookies remain on the terminal equipment after the closing of ~ons will depend on the means used to send the communica-
a connection, session cookies which may indeed in some tion to the pers~n ~geted.
cases be necessary for the functioning of the website, dis- If commu~cation ~~s such. as automated calling

appear at th~ end of the session. According to the Belgian systems, e-mail, facslInil~ ~chmes are. used, then
data proteCtion commission, whereas the use of session Art.13(1), (2) and (5) of Dl!eCtive 2002/58 will apply (see

cookies may be considered in some cases as necessary and below). ..
complying with the data protection principles this is DOt If other forIllS of commumcations means such as person-
always the case as regards the use of peffi1ane~t cookies.24 to-per,s°n voice telephony ca1ls are used then Art. 13 (3) and

Article 5(3) conditions the use of cookies to the provi- (5) will apply (see below).
sion of clear and precise information in accordance with If other means are used such as postal mail, then Art. 14
Directive 95/46 about the purposes of the cookies or similar of .the general Dir:ctive 95/46. applies. According to this
devices so as to ensure that users are made fully aware of the article, the data subJect has t~e nght to abject on request and
infoffi1ation being placed on the teffi1ina1 that they are free of charge, to the processmg of personal data relating to
using. him which the controller anticipated being processed for the

Finally, Art.5(3) conditions the use of cookies to the pu~os~ of dire.ct marketing. T~ is call~d apt-out. The data
possibility for the users to refuse to have a cookie or similar subJect lS c?nsldered t~ have gIven his/her consent until
device stored on their terminal equipment. However the he/she ~ecifies otherwlSe. ...
article implicitly adroits that in the event that one refuses the. Article. 7. of the e-co~e~ce I?l!ecti~e 200?/3.1 will apply
placing of a cookie for a legitimate purpose, access to specific if the ~OliClte~ comm~mcatiOn.lS ~roVld:d Wlthin the fr~e
web site content may be refused. Indeed according to the of an informatiOn society serVIce that lS to say a service
terrns of the Directive, the refusaI: normally provided for remuneration at a distance by elec-

" .tronic means at the individual request of a recipient of
...shan not prev~nt any techrn<;al ~torage or acc:ss. for the services. According to this provision Member States which

sole PUIP?se. of carrymg out or f~cilitating ~e t.ransInlSslon of a permit unsolicited commercial communications by electronic

commurncation over an electrornc commurncations network, or ail h uld ...as strictly necessary in order to provide an information society m s o. ens~e that su~h a comme~clal c~mm~mcation
serviœ explicitly requested by the subscriber or user. n by a service provlder established on thel! temtory lS clearly

identified as soon as the communication is received by the
ThlS p~SltiOn lS c.onf!ary to th~t adopte~ by the Belgian data recipient. It also provides that Member States ensure that
p;otection commISSion according to. ",:hich the access to web service providers undertaking unsolicited commercial com-
Site content may Dot b~ made conditio~al on the acc~ptanœ munications by electronic mail consult regularly and respect
of .a. permanent cookie. ~5 o?e may ~deed q~estion the apt-out registers in which natural persans DOt wishing to
legItimacy of such a praCtiœ : m an off -line world lt would be receive such communications can register thernselves.
like tagging each individual entering a shop, whether or Dot The applicable regime will also vary according to
he merely enters for a few moments or decides to buy goods. whether or Dot the unsolicited communication is sent to a
If he refuses the tagging he would be refused the entrance natural or legal persan. Indeed, the general Directive 95/46
into the shop. Can one still speak of the freedom of move- only affords protection to natural persans (Art.2 of the
ment? Directive). The Electronic Communications Directive which

The information and right to refuse may be offered, affords protection in principle to bath legal and natural
according to the recital, once for the use of various devices to persans excludes, however, the application of Art. 13 (1) and
be installed on the user's teffi1ina1 equipment during the same (3) to legal persans. This implies that legal persans will DOt be
connection and also covering any further use that may be subject to an cpt-iD regime, but only to an apt-out regime.
made of those devices during subsequent connections. The Article 13(1) establishes the regime of apt-iD whereby in
methods for giving information, offering a right to refuse or principle the use of automated calling machines, fax
request consent should be made as user friendly as machines and emails for the purposes of direct marketing

possible. may only be allowed in respect of subscribers who have
It is interesting to note that the Directiv~ does DOt given their prior consent. Indeed it is believed that these

mention any lirnit as to the conservation period of the device. forms ofunsolicited commercial communications may, on the
Indeed, in II:lany cases cookies are plaœd on the user's one band, be relatively cheap and easy to send and, on the
teffi1inal equipment, for very long periods of time, which other, may impose burden and/or cost on the recipient.
seem to ex~ed those necessary to pursue the legitimate Moreover in some cases their volume may also cause difficul-
purpose (30-50 years). If one is to respect the provisions of ties for electronic communications networks and terminal
Directive 95/46, these deviœs should only be placed on the equipment. For such reasons it is considered justified to
terminal equipment only for as long as neœssary to achieve require that prior explicit consent of the recipient is obtained
the legitimate purpose. ~' before such communications are addressed to them.27

24 Avis 34/2000 of November 22, 2000, see ~priYary
fgo~be. 26 See Recital40 of the Directive.
25 wzii. 27 ibzii.
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However, Art.13(2) softens the regime for unsolicited recipient.33 1i"affic data consist partly of information supplied
electronic commercial communications sent within the frame- by the sender (e.g. email address of the recipient, URL) and
work of existing customer relationships. Indeed, it is believed partly of technical information generated automatically dur-
that within the context of existing customer relationships it is ing the processing of an electronic communication (e.g. IF
reasonable to allow the use of electronic contact details for the number,34 routers, etc.). However, the extension of the
offering of sirnilar products or services, but only by the same concept of "traffic data" is flot absolutely clear. Indeed, the
company that bas obtained the contact details according to extension of the concept needs to be de-limitated with
Directive 95/46. When the contact details are obtained, the precision sinœ this data can be revea1ing of the activity
customer must be informed of their future use for direct carried out by the internet user, bis contacts, preferenœs,
marketing purposes in a clear and distinct manner and given characteristics, etc. Those data will generate more accurate
the possibility to refuse such use free of charge. This possibil- personal descriptions if the concept oftraffic data is enlarged,
ity must be continued to be offered with each subsequent which could be a risk for the fundamental tight of personal
direct marketing message in the case the customer bas not data protection.
initially refused such use. One can question the impact of The extension of the concept of "traffic data" is supposed
such a provision on the market in that it is favourable to large to be determined by national reguiations, even if tbis could
companies with pre-existing customer relationships. generate different interpretations of the very concept of traffic

For al1 other forms of unsolicited commercial commu- data by the Member States, which could lead to œrtain
nications by telecommunications means such as person- obstacles in the internaI market. This is because the obliga-
to-person voice telephony calls, Art. 13 (4) enables Member tion to store more data in one country than in other can create
States to choose between an opt-in or opt-out regime. The obstacles to the provision of services. Consumers would be
idea is that since these forms of direct marketing are more more interested in using the service which respect more their
costly for the sender and impose no financial cost on the privacy.
receiver this may justify the maintenance of a system giving The concept of "data processed for billing purposes" does
subscribers and users the possibility to indicate that they do not present many problems.35 ln the context of the internet,
flot wish to receive such calls (opt-out). Nevertheless, in less and legs data is routinely kept for the unique purpose of
order not to decrease existing levels of privacy protection, billing. On the one band, in the case of an access using a "pay
Member States should be entitled to uphold national systems per calI" communication line (modem on an analogue phone
only allowing such calls to subscribers and users who have line or Terminal Adaptor on a numeric [ISDN] line), the
given their prior consent28 (opt-in). telecommunication operator needs to collect the date and time

ln al1 cases, Art.13(4) prohibits the sending of electronic of the communication, its duration, the number called, and,
mail for purposes of direct marketing which disguise or of course, the calling number of bis subscriber. On the other
conceal the identity of the sender on whose behalf the band, if the subscriber uses a DSL connection, the billing of
communication is made or without a valid address to which this kind of internet access appears to be usually a flat fee
the recipient may send ~ request that such communications with a maximum of Mbytes of traffic .per month. It is flot
cease. Indeed to ensure the effective enforcement of the mIes longer necessary to record each connection to the Internet but
on unsolicited commercial communications it is important to to simply count the volume of the traffic. of course it will be
prevent the use of faIse identities or faIse return addresses. necessary to identify the subscriber of the fixed line on which

the DSL connection bas been activated. Those data are
.collected by the historical telecommunication operator forTraffic Data billing purpose. On top of that, there is the Internet provider

The concept of ';traffic data" who will offer Internet. access by. providing a unique IF
address and the function of routing IF packets on the

"1i"affic data" is defined as "any data processed for the International Internet network.
purpose of the co~ve);'ance of a communication o~ .an What presents some doubts is the extension of the
electronic communications network or for the billing concept "data processed for the purpose of the conveyance of
thereof. "29 a communication on an electronic communications network",

Directive 2002/58 foresees that interception or surve~- and more precisely "for the purpose of the conveyance of a
lance of communications and the related traffic data 18 communication". An interpretation a contrario could lead to
prohibited, exœpt when legally authorised in accordance the conclusion that any data which is flot "necessary"36 for
with Art.15(1).30 We have to remember that it is a legal
principle to interpret exceptions restrictively.

The principle is that traffic data must be erased or made 33 See Article 29-Data Protection Working Party, Privacy on the
anonymous when it is no longer needed for the purpose of Internet. An liztegrated EU Approach to on-line data protection,
the transmission of a communication.31 Here again, without wp 37, Novemh.er 2}. 2000. ...

.di to Art.15 (1 ) as weIl as Art. 6 (2) (billing purposes) , 34 See COmmurucatton from the C?lnl!llSSlon ta the Coundl and thepreJu ce .' .'" European Parliament. The OrganISation and Management if the

Art. 6 (3) (marketing of electroruc communications services or Internet. International and European Policy Issues 1998-2000,

for the provision of value added serviœs) , and Art.6(5) Brussels, April 11, 2000, COM(2000) 2~2 ~. ,

(customer enquires, fraud detection; etc;).32 35 See Recitals ,26 and.29 of the J?u:ective, See also Article
1raffic data are those data needed by the protocols to 29-Data Protection Working Party, Opmlon 1/2003 on storage if..

fr th d th trCll!ic datafor billing pwposes, Wp 69, January 29, 2003. ln
carry out the proper transInlSsion om e sen er to e concordanœ with Article 5(1) This paragraph shan not

prevent techIÙcal storage which is necessary for the conveyanc~ of
a communication without prejudice ta the principle of cpnfi~entia1-28 See Recital42 of the Directivè. ' ,._~ ity," See also Recitals ~2, 26, 27, ~d 28 o~the Directive.

29 AIt.2(b) of the Directive. 36 ln concordance Wlth Art:S(~) ...This paragraph shan not
30 AIt.S(l) of the Directive. prevent techIÙcal s~rage Whl~ ~ necessary!o~ the conveyanc: of
31 See Recitals 26 and 27 of the Directive. a communication WlthOut preJUdice ta the pnnC1pl~ of ~nfidentia1-
32 AIt.6(1) of the Directive. ity." See also Recitals 22, 26, 27, and 28 of the DIrecttve.
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Both Directives 95/46 and 2002/58 are instruments reglÙat- However, we can question the contribution of this new
ing the protection of fundamentaJ rights, so they determine Directive to the protection of personal data in relationship
the conditions to follow when restricting them, but not the with the general Directive. Alex specialis airns at particularis-
restrictions thernselves. It is for other kind of Conventions or ing certain aspects of a lex generalis that need clarification in
laws to determine them. This is the case of the Council of the practise, or due to their intrinsic characteristics need a
Europe Convention on Cyber-crime45 which deterrnines that more casuistic approach. On the one band, we can see that
Parties shan adopt legislative measures to order a person to several articles of the new Directive deal with principles
preserve and maintain46 specified computer data,47 including already covered by the general Directive, which applied to the
traffic data,48 for a period of time as long as necessary, up to specific cases of electronic communications would have given
a maximum of 90 days. the same result as those foreseen in the new Directive

The instruments reguiating the period of retention and (securlty, confidentiality). On the other band, controversial
preservation of traffic should strictly follow the conditions issues that would have needed a more precise and distinctive
established in fundamental rights norrns since, as we have approach, due to the difficulty for the application of general
already mentioned, they constitute an exception to data prindples, were left unspecified.
protection mIes, and exœptions bas to be interpreted An example is Art.5(3). The ftrst part is a pure applica-
restrictively. tion of Directive 95/46 prindples. The second part does not

properly address the particularities of the subject rnatter:
Concluding Remarks "session cookies" present a clearly different nature and risk

, , ...for the right to privacy and personal data protection vis-à-vis
~ven if mtem7t was c~nsl~ered by the doctrine to be mcluded "permanent cookies", Nevertheless, this intrinsic differenœ is
m the regulati~n of DIr~Ctiv~ 9~/66, the tec~nolo~ neutral not transposed to the legislation since it is rather obscure
approach of this ?ew DIrective 18 welcome s~ce lt removes what would be "strictly necessary in order to provide an
any doubt and lt also broadens the protection for future information society service explicitly requested by the sub-
technology. scriber or user". Could we infer, in this case, that fundamental

4S Council of Europe, Ers No.18S. Convention on Cybercrime. rights ~ave been watered down in the name oftechnological
Budapest, November 23, 2001, Available at http://conventions neutrality?
.coe.int/1reaty/EN/CadreListe1raites.htm. Apart from that, consideration has to be given to the fact
46 lt is important to distinguish between "retention" and "preserva- that in order to determine who are the data controllers
tion", The first one is made ex ante, that means systematically and concemed by this new Directive a functional analysis bas to
during a certain period. lt includes traffic data but not content data. th d 'b d .
The second one is made ex past, that is after a disputed event has be made, We have seen that e .n.arrow scope .esc? e m
happened, and includes content data, Art.3 does not represent the proviSions of the DIreCtive as a
47 The Convention on Cybercrime defines "computer data" as whole. The scope has to be interpreted together with other
follows: f:tt.1 (b) " ., " any representati.on ~f facts, information or mIes which describe activities regulated by the Directive, like
~onœ~ts m a form su~table for processmg m a computer system, the case of unsolidted communications, cookies, etc.
~::~: yrogram sultable to cause a computer system to perform Certain initiatives at European level have shown ~e will

48 The Convention on Cybercrime defines "traffic data" as follows: to restrict the right to privacy as concems the retention of
Art. 1 (d) " .., any computer data relating to a communication by traffic data. It is hoped that this restriction would only take
means of a co.mputer s~tem, genera~d ~y a.co~p~ter system that place giving strict consideration to the conditions described in

form~da~~thech:am?fcommurn~non,mdica.nngthe~nùnu- Art 15(1 ) and the supranational and international instru-nication's ongm, desnnation, route, time, date, sile, duraüon, or. ' h 'ghtype ofunderlying serviœ." ments proteCting uman n ts.
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